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For Sale
Location: Brisbane
Asking: $20,000,000
Type: Retail Other / Services-Other

Contact:
Arnold Pierce Kelsey
0458 073 621 or 07 3368 4010

aubizbuysell.com.au/110240

ABS Business Sales Brisbane
Broker Ref: 3050 
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International, Software Business for Sale Brisbane
#5372PR
This business is like a start up, but all the hard work has been done and is up and running. This
business is a world leading software developer and provider with Local and International customers.
The software was developed over many years at a cost of several millions of dollars. The business
employs long term qualified staff operating under management. One of the largest global accounting
firms has prepared a comprehensive report detailing the potential of this brilliant business. The report
is available to qualified potential buyers.

This unique software, which is able to be translated into most languages, is a complete solution for
companies in almost all sectors, including but not limited to:
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
Motor Vehicle Manufacturing
Aviation Manufacturing
Logistics
Food Manufacturing 
Medical Equipment and Supplies Manufacturing

Due to the confidentiality of such a product, we are not able to provide comprehensive details on this
platform. 

This is business is not priced on past results but on its unlimited global growth potential. This is the
ideal time to purchase a business with an excellent reputation, a leader in its field, offering the
opportunity of a lifetime. 

$20,000,000 
The photos in this ad are not a true representation of the business for sale. Please ensure that you are
in a financial position to purchase this business prior to making an enquiry. 

To find out more information about this business for sale, please complete the confidentiality
agreement quoting reference number: 5372PR https://absbusinesssales.com.au/confidentiality-
agreement Business Broker: Arnold P Kelsey | 0458 073 621 | arnold@absbrisbane.com Head Office |
P: 07 3368 4010| E: reception@absbrisbane.com 
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